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When something difficult is done exceptionally well, it
looks effortless. PEER’s new incarnation is an object
lesson in sensitive yet ambitious development on a
small scale. Go and take a look. Caroline Douglas,
Director, Contemporary Art Society, 2016
I think the park is absolutely lovely. It adds a bit
of glamour. It’s done Hoxton proud and it makes a
difference. I’ve lived here all my life and I’m 82.
Colleen, neighbour, 2016
Hoxton Street Public Space with Chris Ofili’s inaugural clock commission, Black Hands and London Fieldworks’ Spontaneous City: Hoxton, 2016

About PEER

We have worked with well over 100 artists, writers, curators and educators on a wide range of commissions, exhibitions,

PEER is an independent arts organisation that has evolved from the ground up over the past twenty years, putting
down deep roots within the socially, culturally and economically diverse area of Hoxton in East London.

publications, events and public realm projects. This has included amongst others:
Aaron Noble Alison Ballance Alison Marchant Amy Balkin Amy Pennington Andrea Francke Andrea Luka Zimmerman Andrew Lanyon
Andro Semeiko Angela de la Cruz Ania Bas Anna Barriball Anthony McCall Aysen Dennis Barry Thompson Barry Watt Bekki Perriman

PEER’s core ethos is to engage the widest possible

Ben Roberts Bill Culbert Bob & Roberta Smith Brandon La Belle Breda

audience by offering the highest quality art as part

Beban Bridget Smith Caroline Achaintre Cathy Ward Ceal Floyer

of daily life. We have done this through our ambitious

Charles and Ray Eames Charlie George Chris Dorley-Brown Chris Fite

programme of projects with many celebrated artists –

Wassilak Chris Marker Chris Ofili Christina Mackie Christine Binnie

often recognising talent at a key stage of the artist’s

Conor Kelly Danh Vo David Austen David Batchelor David Murphy David

career, such as Martin Creed, Mike Nelson, Siobhan

Roberts DIG Collective (William Bock, Alberto Duman, Sophie Mason,

Hapaska, Bob & Roberta Smith, Anthony McCall, Danh

Mark Morgan) Drew Milne Dustin O’Hara Edwina Ashton Elizabeth

Vo, Fiona Banner and recently, Jonathan Baldock and

Magill Emer Mary Morris Emma Hart Ergin Cavusoglu Eva Rowson Fiona

Emma Hart.

Banner Focus E15 Campaign Fourthland (isik Knutsdotter: Louise
Sayarer and Eva Vikstrom) Francesco Lo Savio Fraser Muggeridge Fuel

PEER’s big aspirations and modest size are two key
elements why we play such a crucially important role

Poverty Action George Young Geraldine Dening Gilian Breeze Graham
Martin Creed, Work No. 203, EVERYTHING IS GOING TO BE ALRIGHT, 1999

Reid Hannah Collins Harriet Foyster Hugo Brazão Jane Rendell Jeff

within the broader London art ecology. We offer both

McMillan Jennet Thomas Jeremy Moon Jeremy Till Joan Key Joanne

emerging and established artists the opportunity to test

Dorking John Frankland John Rogers John Smith John Zurier Jonathan

bold ideas in an intimate environment that stimulates

Baldock Jonathan Hoskins Joy Gerrard Juan Cruz Judy Freya Sibayan Karin Ruggaber Karolina Glusiec Kathy McCarthy Kathy Prendergast

experimentation and dialogue. Our human scale makes

Katriona Beales Keith Coventry Kota Ezawa Lars Arrhenius Lesley Woodburn Lisa Skuret London Fieldworks (Jo Joelson and Bruce

us less bureaucratic and opaque in comparison with

Gilchrist) Lorna & Ela Forrester Louisa Martin Lucy Steggals Lukasz Skapski Marcia Farquhar Margaret Salmon Martin Creed Mathew

many of the larger institutions. Artists cherish the

Darbyshire Mathew Hale Matthew de Kersaint Giraudeau Maya
Balcioglu Michael Bracewell Michael Fortune Mike Nelson Mikey

opportunities that PEER has to offer, and the position

Cuddihy Milly Thompson Moyra Peralta Neil Clemments Owen

that we occupy within the artworld.

Jones Paul Scott Paul Watt Phyllida Barlow Rachel Lowe Real
Fiona Banner, Mistah Kurtz – He Not Dead, 2014

Estates Richard Grayson Richard Wentworth Robert Holyhead
Ross Jardine Rut Blees Luxemburg Rutie Borthwick Sally O’Reilly

Bob & Roberta Smith, Ron’s Eel and Shell Fish, as part of SHOP LOCAL, 2006

PEER’s recent renaissance builds
on more than 20 years of success,
but has emphasised the importance
of the small scale and the local
as a key component of the rich
cultural life of London. Their work
is both original and outstanding.
Sir Nicholas Serota,
Tate & Arts Council England, 2017

Sam Porritt Sarah Bowker-Jones Savinder Bual Selma Makela
Seth Kim-Cohen Sherman Sam Simon Cutts Simon Elmer
Siobhan Hapaska Stephen Watts Steve Reinke Stuart Brisley
Tania Kovats Theresa Hak Kyung Cha Tom Hunter Tommy Ting
Tony White William Hunt Yemi Awosile Yuko Shiraishi Zinovy Zinik
John Frankland, Boulder (Shoreditch Park), 2008

Real Estates was…undoubtedly a landmark exhibition of canonical significance.
Morgan Quaintance, Curator & writer, Art monthly 2016

PEER Highlights 2015 – 17
PEER carried out radical capital improvements in 2015/16. This work transformed an unloved street corner
into the welcoming and strikingly designed Hoxton Street Public Space, creating a 10-metre wide glass
façade to bring PEER's work straight onto the street and cementing its place in the neighbourhood. These
works have enabled PEER’s creative programme of projects and activities – both inside and outside the
gallery – to integrate with local audiences and to animate the street.

Angela de la Cruz, Larger Than Life, exterior view, 2016

I am incredibly grateful to PEER
for supporting mine and Emma's
exhibition – seeing its potential,
giving it the green light and
investing all it could to make it
happen. I'm still buzzing from all
the positive feedback I've been
getting.
Jonathan Baldock, exhibited
2016/17

When I saw PEER, I loved the space and location
…It is such a public space because of the direct
access from the street to the gallery. Passersby can easily engage with work without coming
into the gallery. It is very much part of the
surrounding council estate with the flats above
and next to the Post Office… the pumping heart
of the estate.
Turner Prize shortlisted artist, Angela de la Cruz,
whose installation, Larger than Life, reopened the
newly refurbished galleries in April 2016

Exhibiting at PEER gave me a real reputational
boost because of its constantly high calibre
of exhibitions. People trust PEER and Ingrid
Swenson. PEER’s approach is distinctive; they
show a range of established and emerging artists
outside the commercial and large institution
format. There are not many galleries who do this.
The gallery exhibits ambitious and critical work
…meaningful to both the casual passer-by and
the high level art professional.
Joy Gerrard, exhibited 2015
Living in Hoxton for 65 years now I find these
rooms so very interesting and so very different.
You have filled my head with something I am
going to think about every time I walk past
here. Thank you very much for making it so.
Visitor book comment, 2017

Jonathan Baldock (foreground) and Emma Hart (against wall and in next gallery) Love Live: Act 1, 2016

Hugo Brazão, installation view from Wherewithal, 2016

Everyone agreed that the determination to bring
‘the experience of high quality art to the high
street’ was achieved with a vengeance at [the]
unveiling of the refurbished new galleries and
two new public art commissions.
Louisa Buck, writer/journalist, 2016

Neil Clements (foreground), Jeremy Moon, (next gallery) installation view, 2016

Barry Thompson, So I can sigh eternally (detail), 2015

PEER Funding

The PEER Group

PEER is a part of Arts Council England’s National

work. Relatively modest contributions have

As a member of The PEER Group you will join the distinguished company of like-minded supporters who

Portfolio, which provides roughly one third of our

tangible results and larger amounts make a very

have a passion for the arts and believe in the benefits that they can bring to society as a whole. There are

annual income of £150k. This public support forms

substantial impact.

a variety of benefits and privileges that the PEER Group will enjoy.

The following indicative costs demonstrates how

PEER Pioneer – £500 per year

PEER Visionary – £2,500 per year or more

PEER delivers real value for money:

PEER Pioneers help to forge the way forward.

PEER Visionaries are catalysts for the future,

£1,000 enables four young people to each gain

You will receive invitations to PEER openings and

30 hours paid work experience as exhibitions

events, including to an annual after-opening

assistants.

supper and our annual celebratory event. Your

You will have the opportunity to become part of

£3,000 enables an off-site project as part of

support will be acknowledged on our website and

an intimate group of individuals who will develop

PEER’s local audiences programme.

in our gallery publications. In addition, you will

an in-depth knowledge of and insight into the

£6,000 enables a six-month bursary for a BAME

be invited to special talks, activities and private

organisation and its activities.

graduate as a gallery trainee.

viewings of the exhibitions. You will also benefit

£10,000 enables an artist’s commission for a 10-

from discounts on all PEER limited edition artworks.

the bedrock of PEER’s finances on which additional
funds are raised.
Strategic funding has been granted by The Paul
Hamlyn Foundation, Esmée Fairbairn Foundation,
Ampersand Foundation, Cockayne Foundation
and The Henry Moore Foundation amongst others.
Substantial support from the Paul and Louise
Cooke Endowment is now in its seventh year,
and has played a major role in the organisation’s
development. Income from sales of specially
produced artist editions and work from exhibitions
represent another important source of funds, as
does the recoupment of production costs of new

week gallery exhibition and associated activities.
PEER Champion – £1,000 per year

commissions in future sales.

Thank you to our supporters and
partners in 2015/16

Individual giving plays an increasingly important

Core Funders: Arts Council England, London

For this level of support, you can direct your

role in PEER’s income. Currently representing

Borough of Hackney

contribution to a particular exhibition, residency,

around 7% of the gallery’s annual income, it is

Major Supporters: Paul & Louise Cooke Endowment,

project or to education activities within PEER’s

our ambition to double this to 15% in 2017/18.

Cockayne Foundation / The London Community

programme. In addition to being acknowledged as

Achieving this target alongside our other

Foundation, The Ampersand Foundation; The Henry

a supporter of the gallery, you will be specifically

fundraising efforts would significantly help us

Moore Foundation, The Mayor of London and others

recognised as sponsor of your chosen programme

to make a compelling case to the Arts Council to

who wish to remain anonymous.

element.

match an overall uplift request of more than £30k

Major Partners: Creative Access, Hackney Council

in our Arts Council grant from 2018-22.

Cultural Development team, North and South Arden
Tenant Management Organisation, Shoreditch

As a small organisation, we operate with a light

Library, Ivy Street Family Centre

touch and low overheads. Support for PEER does

Champions: Kate Bland & Charlotte Schepke, Glenn

not get lost in administration, but goes straight

Brown & Edgar Laguinia, Maureen Paley, Harriet &

to our programme and audience development

Oliver Kimberley, Dennis Pedersen & Misia Godebska

PEER Champions have a tangible and significant
impact on the organisation’s programme.

allowing the organisation to confidently grow its
programme and outreach.

As well as receiving the benefits offered to PEER
Champions, you will also have opportunities to
attend bespoke and exclusive events such as
studio visits with artists and invitations to engage
in regular dialogue with the director and trustees.

You will receive all of the benefits of a PEER
Pioneer as well as an annual limited edition
artwork.

Jeremy Moon, Out of Nowhere, 1967

Bob and Roberta Smith, Art Works for the People, 2016
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